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WE ARE GRATEFUL for your business and hope
that the children and adults who read A
Christmas Gift from Santa Maria benefit as
much as the author did in bringing it to you.
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A Christmas Gift from Santa Maria
Rosa was on the verge of a breakdown. Her tightly wound nerves tensed her
heart beyond its comfort zone. Navigating this unfamiliar territory, she
sometimes seemed utterly lost. The need to be close to God plagued her, yet
kept a distance she couldn't bridge.
She craved to be thankful for all the gifts in her life, but somehow gratitude
escaped her. These feelings struck Rosa for the first time in her life and their
firm grip terrified her.
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Rosa used to glide through life like a ballerina, her tiny feet barely kissing the
smooth ballroom floor as her fine-tuned muscles lifted every cell of her vibrant
body.
She had earned a reputation as the most inspiring teacher in Todos Santos,
possessing an enthusiastic, patient, heart-centered approach to her work. Each
of her young protégés adored her, as she listened without judgments to their
innocent fears, and magically transformed their seemingly insurmountable
problems into opportunities of growth and knowledge.
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Yet one day, her fire for life extinguished, snuffed out by a cold, nameless wind.
She became a passionless woman questioning her purpose, as lifeless as a
corpse waiting to be cremated at the funeral pyre.
Now when she witnessed a ravenous pelican returning home with its beak
empty, she saw herself in its disappointed eyes. She searched deeply within for
solutions and openly discussed her concerns with trusted co-workers, yet still
she failed to arrive at an answer that made sense.
Rosa’s answers didn’t make sense because there were no answers, no
explanations that would have comforted Rosa. She could do absolutely nothing,
except to accept her pain and maintain her trust in Her Creator. She was facing
the most difficult challenge any human ever faces, and was losing.
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Home was no different. Her blank eyes would stare lifelessly across the dinner
table at her family and when she spoke, she strained to share some morsel of
joy.
Guillermo, her husband, would listen patiently to his wife, yet her sudden
transformation from bubbling companion to lifeless robot often led him to crave
refuge in the nearby Sierra Mountain range.
He yearned to hike far into the hills, to wind his way up the steep slopes, along
the craggy creek where small pebbles and hidden thorns would sting his bare
feet, until at last, two and a half hours later, he could plunge into the cold pool
that awakened his body in a way Rosa no longer could.
Guillermo wasn't an insensitive man. Far from it. Rosa’s pain almost cracked his
heart, each twinge radiating deep into his soul. His spirit, usually filled with the
beauty of life, struggled to accept his wife’s pain.
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He often felt completely helpless and this humbled him. He reminded himself to
remember that his wife's destiny lay in God's hands and this quieted his
tormented mind. Only his faith allowed him a momentary respite from the fact
that he alone was unable to soothe his loving wife’s internal strife.

The only outer happiness the couple still shared together came from their
daughter. Of all the traits that made Maria a blessing to her parents, none could
equal her faith in God.
Rosa secretly envied her, wishing she could trust more completely like her
daughter. Even Maria’s closest friend, Camilia, failed to notice how often Maria
lived in deep communion.
Outwardly, she seemed like many thirteen year olds: She played soccer
fearlessly, studies didn’t always come easily, and she spent considerable time in
front of the mirror combing strand after strand of her beautiful black hair.
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Inwardly, however, her convictions consumed her every breath of being and
Maria did give one clue that she had a special closeness to God: often she could
be found staring off into space, lost in a world of her own.
Though it sometimes appeared as if she were struggling with her rapidly
changing identity, Maria was actually directing her gaze inward, shutting herself
off completely from her surroundings.
At these times, she felt as jubilant as a hummingbird darting from pink
bougainvilleas to bursting red geraniums, sipping succulent nectar until its tiny
soul nearly overflowed.
It was during these private moments that Maria opened her innocent heart and
spoke directly to God.
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Sometimes the answers that came to her seemed foreign. These frustrated
Maria. She would grow despondent, feeling heavy and burdened that somehow
she had displeased God.
No one had ever taught her that our Creator never stops loving any of His
children for even a single moment. Not the biggest of sinners or those closest to
sainthood.
For who amongst us doesn’t fall flat on his face and need the forgiveness of a
loving Father?

Other times the answers were clearly divined. These would still her mind like a
pristine lake resting contentedly at three in the morning, when the whole town
slept. Music no longer disrupted yearning souls, roosters hadn’t yet started
crowing, and though ocean waves bombarded the coastline like thunderous
claps from warring gunboats, these sounds intermingled with the rhythm of
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one’s own personal quest. What fool would ever cast a blemish on God's natural
orchestra?
At these times, her heart swam in an inner bliss granted solely by grace,
intoxicated like a newly minted lover who gazes longingly into the eyes of the
beloved. It is then that complete trust and faith shone forth from Maria's eyes.
Life for Maria passed peacefully until about three months before Christmas and
three weeks after school had reopened. It was the Mexican Day of
Independence, September 16th, when Maria awoke to a terrifying discovery:
she could not get out of bed.
At first she laughed, thinking perhaps that all her running along the beach the
day before had exhausted her. She attempted to swing her legs over the side of
the bed, anxious to begin this day of celebration, yet her thighs remained
rooted to her mattress, pinned down as if an invisible thousand pound weight
rested on her. After one more struggling attempt to move, Maria’s heart leapt
to her throat. Something was definitely wrong.
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